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About abhaya News Update:

LOVE & LIFE for the Country
Editorial Team

 

The effort behind making every news update of abhaya month after month, 

extra ordinary since a decade now. There is a TEAM silently work on pooling 

the data, updates, reports, photos, feedbacks, quotes, donations etc., for a 

30 days period every time. Then the Volunteers sit for designing the news 

update during night times post their office hours. This would go on for at least 

5 days... 30 man hours! Then alone a spectacular news update is published. 

Thereafter, a team of volunteers will start posting the news update to 20,000 

abhaya donors, well wishers, supporters, corporates, NGOs and others 

across the globe in the first week of every month, further it would posted in 

FB, Whats App, abhaya web links, Blog and Twitter, reaching another 20,000 

people. All these things happening without a break since 2006.  

 

Request each reader of this news update be aware of such an effort behind 

bringing such piece of heart “the abhaya news update” so that there would be 

love, care, consideration in understanding what is happening at abhaya with 

their kind support. That would surely pave the way for making a heavenly 

difference to their association with abhaya.

 
We will be happy to have your kind feedback for the news update. 
Further will be grateful if you can share this news letter with your 
near and dear and seek their support too!!
 

 

CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder

KSV Sivakrishna, Secretary (Content/Editing)

CS B Kiran Kumar Guptha (CSR Update)

T. Karthik (Content/ Posting)

A Rajasekhar Reddy, (Special design support)

G Srinivasulu (Designing & publishing)

K Gopi Manohar (Support)
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Most beloved abhayans! 

Loving Greetings to you. It is almost 18 months back, I shared my 

thoughts from this page when I decided to quite my full time 

employment as Company Secretary of NCC Infrastructure Holdings 

Ltd., (NCC Group) during November 2012. Since then, I changed 

my area to Practicing side and with the kind support of CS PS Rao, 

Trustee of abhaya Foundation, I am able to serve GVPR Group as its Corporate Law Consultant.  

The Management is very kind enough to understand my passion in serving the country very 

graciously permitted to be available with them 3 days in a week. Further CS M Adinarayana, My 

Guide, Friend & Philosopher working at NATCO Pharma Ltd., Hyderabad and Sri K V Ramakrishna, 

Kotak PE Fund, Mumbai stood beside me in getting my survival. The team from BK Associates 

started caring me by assisting in the Professional work. There are many other abhayans who are 

helping me in leading my life.

Having decided to quite full time job, my thought was to make myself available for the abhaya 

Home of Happiness and also for community at large. I tried my best todedicate myself for the 

cause day in and day out... though, good results to be seen in the community work across the 

country... desired result are yet to be achieved with abhaya Home of Happiness. 

abhaya Home of Happiness and its Mission can be accomplished only when we have a team of 

people start sparing their little time for the cause. In addition to this, we tried our best to employ 

Administrator for abhaya Home. But, our trails yet to succeed. We appeal each abhayan to please 

refer suitable candidates for Resident Administrator. So that the planned activities can be carried 

out there. Presently there are 10 destitute people being taken care and we wish to increase this 

with at least by another 10 people. Moreover, we are very actively thinking of initiating vocational 

training for unemployed youth over there at Home. 

Further, abhaya succeeded in propagating the cause of community work across South Indian 

States with its CSR Seminars at Telangana, Karnataka &Tamilnadu. 

At personal level My health is becoming a concern day by day due to hectic schedules and ... WITH 

PRAYERS, I am appealing all abhayans to be little considerate in doing their bit for the sake of our 

country. Your kind support will make me to feel recharged for rest of my life and very soon, I will be 

proceeding further to live up for my country more completely.

With LOVE & LIFE for the Country

CS Balachandra Sunku
Founder
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Atal Bihari Vajpayee… A True Ratna for Bharat

He is a highly respected politician 
who served as the 10th Prime Minister of India. 

AWARDS

Personal Life & Legacy

About Atalji

1992 - Padma Vibhushan

1994 - Lokmanya Tilak Award

1994 - Best Parliamentarian Award

2014 – Bharatha Ratna

 

Atal Bihari Vajpayee was born into a middle-class family in Gwalior. His father was 
Krishna Bihari Vajpayee, a school teacher and poet, and his mother was Krishna 
Devi. He attended the Saraswati Shishu Mandir and later went to Victoria College 
from where he graduated with distinction in Hindi, English and Sanskrit. He enrolled 
at DAV College, Kanpur to complete his post graduation and earned his M.A. in 
Political science. He was a patriot at heart and participated in India’s struggle for 
freedom even as a student and edited several nationalist Hindi newspapers. 
Vajpayee is a bachelor. He has one adopted daughter, Namita, and is very close to 
his friends and relatives. He has a deep love for the Hindi language and has written 
several poems. He is nearing 90 years of age and suffers from various health 
problems including dementia and diabetes. 

 

Atal Bihari Vajpayee is a highly respected veteran politician who had served as the 
Prime Minister of India in three non-consecutive terms. He was a member of the 
Indian Parliament for almost five decades; in fact he is the only parliamentarian who 
had been elected from four different states at different times, namely, Uttar 
Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Gujarat and Delhi. He made his foray into politics during 
the pre-independence era when he took part in the Quit India Movement which led 
to his arrest and imprisonment. A true patriot, he was one of the founding members 
of the erstwhile Bharatiya Jana Sangh, an Indian nationalist party. A multi-faceted 
personality, he is a very skilled poet with several published poems. Also well known 
is his love for his native language Hindi—he was the first person to deliver a speech 
in Hindi at the U.N. General assembly. He is very famous for his oratory skills and 
held several prestigious positions in Indian politics before being elected the Prime 
minister. His first stint as the Prime Minister of India lasted for just 13 days. He was 
again sworn in for the second time after a couple of years. This time too, his 
government lasted for just over a year. His third stint as the Prime Minister was his 
most successful one and he served a full term of five years in this position.



Major Works
Atalji during his tenure of Prime Minister of India… stood by the Country by Nuclear tests conducted 

in 1998 during his reign unambiguously established India as a nuclear state and the country was 

able to develop a minimum credible deterrent to ward off threats to its security. The Kargil War 

between India and Pakistan took place between May and July 1999. By the end of the war, the 

Indian Army and Air force had recaptured the areas infiltrated by the Pakistani militants. The Kargil 

victory cemented the reputation of Vajpayee as a strong and able leader of the nation. The National 

Highways Develop Project (NHDP) and Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana (PMGSY) were two 

projects that were very close to his heart. NHDP involves connecting the four major cities of Delhi, 

Mumbai, Chennai and Kolkata. PMGSY is a nationwide plan to provide good all-weather road connectivity to unconnected villages. 

He is highly respected for the economic reforms and privatization campaigns he brought about during his tenure as the Prime 

Minister of India. His diplomacy and leadership while handling political issues during the Kargil War and terrorist attacks further 

strengthened his image as a wise and capable leader of India. abhaya feels proud to have such Diamonds in Bharat… He is 
true patriot… a Prime Minister with a difference made every Indian feel proud of him and his work.

Kashmir and to normalize India's relations with �Atal Bihari Vajpayee, on whom the Bharat Ratna is conferred on 27th 
Pakistan. Despite Pakistan's betrayal in Kargil, he March 2015 by President Pranab Mukherjee, comes after Nehru as India's 
continued in his mission to establish peaceful and most admired Prime Minister.
good neighborly ties with Pakistan. He also �Unlike Indira and Rajiv, he did not have the advantage of belonging to a 
established a framework for resolution of the border "dynasty". His rise in Indian politics was entirely due to his own innate 
dispute with China. That framework, which has been talent, striving, struggle and sacrifice.
carried forward by the governments of Dr Manmohan 

�He became the first genuinely non-Congress leader to win the people's 
Singh and Modi, promises to yield a fruitful result. mandate to lead India.
Truly, the Bharat Ratna has been given to a 

�Vajpayee as the leader of the Jana Sangh was even then a widely 
Jewel of India. - abhaya Teamadmired national leader.

�In terms of the power of oratory, no other Prime Minister, not even 

Nehru, comes anywhere close to him.

�His meetings used to attract huge crowds even in non-Hindi areas. The 

fact that he is also a top-notch poet contributed to people's adulation for 

him.

�He had the rare ability to command the respect of even his political 

opponents. Anna Durai, who led a powerful anti-Hindi agitation in Tamil 

Nadu, once said that he would welcome Hindi if the language was as 

charming as the one spoken by "my friend Vajpayee".

�Vajpayee was one of the heroes of the anti-Emergency struggle (1975-

77) that restored democracy in India.

�The crowning glory of his Prime Ministership was not that he made 

India a nuclear weapons power. Nor was it the many landmark 

development projects he initiated. Rather, it was the sincerity and 

persistence with which he tried to normalize the situation in Jammu & 
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abhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Update

Institute of Company 
Secretaries of India 
seeks mandatory audit 
for CSR activity

Corporates can better understand the 
needs of rural masses, just as they do 
about their consumers, says Kasturi 
Rangan of Harvard Business School,  IIM

Corporate Social Responsibility Hub 
created in eastern region of India 

Covering five states including 

Bihar, Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, 

Odisha and West Bengal, this 

Regional CSR Hub aims to 

strengthen knowledge base and 

build capacity of the corporate Institute of Company Secretaries of 
sector's involvement in CSR, with India (ICSI) is for introduction of audit 
one of the focus areas being of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) activity. "We want 
women and children from the Children's Rights and Business that the government should introduce CSR audit for a micro-
Principals perspective. The Hub will act as a knowledge centre for level monitoring of the compliance," ICSI President Atul H 
holistic CSR activities, and as a think-tank, and play an advisory Mehta told
role for CII members in the region.

ICSI Vice-President Mamata Binani said in the secretarial 

audit it will be seen whether basic compliance had taken place 

or not. "With audit we can make an in depth analysis of 

compliance," she said.

Government has formed a six-member panel to look into 

ways to strengthen monitoring of CSR activities under the Prof V Kasturi Rangan is the Malcolm P. McNair Professor of 
companies law. ICSI will send its own recommendations to Marketing and the co-chairman of Social Enterprise Initiative at 
the ministry of company affairs on CSR. "MCA had asked our the Harvard Business School. Rangan was recently at the Indian 
views and inputs on CSR and we will be sending the same " Institute of Management - Ahmedabad (IIM-A) to conduct a 
Mehta said. workshop on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). Rangan, an 

alumnus of IIM-A, has authored several books and working 

papers on CSR and its strategic 

importance for the companies and 

believes that Indian corporates have an 
A Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the United opportunity to serve the broader 
Nations Children Fund (UNICEF) India Country Office and the stakeholders under the compulsory 2 per 
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) Eastern Region has cent CSR spend as mandated in the new 
been signed on Friday on the establishment of the Corporate Companies Act, than keeping a narrower 
Social Responsibility (CSR) Hub for Corporate Sector motive of serving the shareholders with 
engagement in the Eastern Region of India. profit numbers.



Companies are very good at understanding 

what customers want and what they don't 

want. So, working with the community is 
Responding to PM Narendra Modi's call, India Inc has jumped almost similar, they can understand what 
onto the Swachh Bharat bandwagon earmarking over Rs rural India wants. Lot of Indian companies 
1,000 crore towards the clean India project, analysts' do good work but there are even more 
estimates show.Indian companies that don't pay attention to 

it; it is not because their profit motive 
Major corporate houses such as L&T, DLF, Vedanta, Bharti, TCS, Ambuja Cements, clashes. But it is more likely that these 
Toyota Kirloskar, Maruti, Tata Motors, Coca Cola, Dabur, Reciktt Benckiser, Aditya companies have not taken the service to the 
Birla Group, Adani, Biocon, Infosys, TVS and many others have joined the effort community seriously. They look upon 
by committing budgets for projects linked to Swachh Bharat. These projects vary themselves as serving their shareholders' 
from building toilets in distant villages, running workshops to bring in behavioral interest first. But they have to broaden their 
changes, waste management to water hygiene and sanitation.understanding to also serve the stakeholder 

and the community. For this, you don't have 

to compromise on your profit. Its a more 

complex business model and this Nasscom Foundation, the not-for-profit arm of information technology (IT) 
understanding a lot of Indian companies industry body Nasscom, on Wednesday suggested to its member companies to 
don't have. This is an opportunity for these spend a higher portion of their corporate social responsibility (CSR) funds towards 
companies to take up the job under the 2 per the government's 'Make in India' and Digital India campaigns.
cent mandate.

“A lot of companies are not imaginative enough on CSR activities,” Ganesh 
Corporations may not know much about Natarajan, chairman, Nasscom Foundation, said during an event here. “We have a 
issues of sanitation, primary healthcare. But group working towards this where large companies can give us money to spend 
corporations know a lot about processes. towards CSR activities.”
They can do six-sigma. They can bring the 

efficiency by cutting costs and maximizing Among the steps he suggested could be used by companies towards such 
effectiveness. They know how to initiatives, he said, was to spend on skill building of more hands than required. For 
communicate, and influence behavior instance, instead of training 500 persons that a company may need to recruit, he 
change. They know all this because they do said, it can train 800 and still recruit only the required hands. Spending on skill 
marketing. Corporates can go to building of the additional persons would help create a pool of skilled employees 
communities and teach them health and with higher opportunity of employability.
hygiene practices through communication 

methods. Business and managerial Other areas that Nasscom Foundation suggested 
methods, these corporations are very good for spending CSR funds were education, digital 
at. They know how to get efficiency, literacy and skill development. “This alternative 
effectiveness so they can bring the same pool is largely focused on under-served people,” 
discipline to address these issues. And they quipped in Shrikant Sinha, chief executive 
can use the government and the NGO officer of Nasscom Foundation.
sector, and act as a catalyst for change.

India Inc gifts Rs 1k cr to PM's Swachh 
Bharat Project

Nasscom asks firms to use CSR funds for Digital India



Wildlife finds CSR funding B H E L ' s  n e w  C S R  
initiative

Max India Foundation Makes a Difference to Life 
by Fighting Breast Cancer

Bharat Heavy Electricals Ltd 

(BHEL), a Maharatna company, has 

distributed anti-hemophillic factors 

(AHFs) kits worth Rs. 11 lakh to 

children suffering from hemophilia.

Even as not-for-profit organizations working with 
The kits were distributed to children 

domesticated animals struggle to find funding, 
from poor families at an event 

private companies are showing greater interest in 
organised on March 18, a release 

helping fund wildlife conservation. About a month 
issued by the BHEL said.

ago the Muthoot Group, last week Sony India Pvt. 

Ltd and on Wednesday Tata Capital Housing Finance 
Hemophilia is a genetically transmitted, life-long bleeding disorder which 

Ltd, a subsidiary of Tata Capital Ltd, signed up with 
can lead to disability and even death if left untreated.

WWF India, a not-for-profit working with 

endangered species and conservation, under their 
BHEL, along with Hemophilia Federation (India), is undertaking a Pan-

corporate social responsibility (CSR) mandate to 
India CSR activity – Heal a Soul, where it will provide free-of-cost AHFs, 

protect wildlife species that are under threat in 
provide support for carrier detection and pre-natal diagnosis of women for 

India. Tata Capital Housing will start by giving Rs.40 
prevention of hemophilia, it said in the release.

lakh to WWF India in the first year (2014-2015), 

and thereafter contribute a total of Rs.3 crore over 

the next three years until 2018, supporting projects 

to conserve the Great Indian bustard (desert 

national park in Jaisalmer and Barmer, Rajasthan), 
Max India Foundation (MIF), the CSR arm of Max group, organized a 

red panda (in the community-owned forests of 
month long Cancer screening and awareness campaign in Delhi NCR and 

western Arunachal Pradesh) and one-horned 
across all 8 blocks of Bathinda, Punjab. The campaign which commenced 

rhinoceros (Laokhowa-Borachapori wildlife 
on 23rd February, 2015, reached out to over 500 women through 13 

sanctuary, Assam). The Muthoot Group has 
camps in the 2 states. Free-of-cost screening for detection of cancers of 

committed to work with elephant projects in six 
breast, cervix and oral cavity was 

states for a year and will donate about Rs.50 lakh 
prov ided  a t  these  camps.   

under CSR for this activity. Animal welfare did not 
Awareness on cancer prevention 

figure in the Companies Act of 2013, which 
and cure were integrated with these 

mandated that firms devote at least 2% of their 
camps on a large scale. The various 

three-year average profit towards CSR. But in 
IEC act iv i t ies  to  generate 

February 2014, the ministry of corporate affairs 
awareness among the communities 

included animal welfare in its revised policy after 
included street plays, talks by 

receiving feedback from stakeholders such as 
expert doctors, screening of movie, 

animal welfare organizations.
pamphlets etc.



SBI Capital Markets 
Limited Donates 1 Crore 
to HCJMRI Under its CSR 
Program

Toilets built under CSR

NGOs offer free services for Kumbh

The NGOs and the charitable 

trusts, which have submitted 

their proposals to the civic body, 

include Amulya Clean-up from 

Pune, the Goshala Trust of 

Ahmedabad, Vishva Hindu Aiming to facilitate free treatment of 
Parishad, Nashik's Rainbow underprivileged patients suffering 
Foundation, Bharat Sevashram from health conditions such as 
Sangh and Bangalore's Solace India.diabetes and osteoporosis, SBI Capital 

Markets Limited (SBICAP), India's leading domestic 
Speaking to TOI, an official from the Nashik Municipal investment bank today donated Rs 1 crore to the Hirabai 
Corporation (NMC) said, "We have received six proposals Cowasji Jehangir Medical Research Institute (HCJMRI).The 
from the NGOs and other social firms to provide free public donation amount was handed over by Mr Abhay Chaudhari, 
services during the Kumbh Mela. They have showed their President & COO, SBI Capital Markets Limited.
willingness to provide various public services. A special co-

ordination committee has been set up for services under the The Company has a committed CSR policy in place and 
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), which will decide the endeavors to help reach out to various support groups that 
allocation of services to the NGOs. We have sent these may require its time, finances or mobilisation strength. 
proposals to the committee concerned." Especially with a focus on healthcare and sanitation, SBICAP 

has been actively pursuing and endorsing community 

improvement efforts in varying capacities across India with 

several other Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) Dredging Corporation of India Limited on Monday handed 
initiatives since its inception in 1986. over two toilet complexes built by it to ZP High School, 

Vadapalem, and Government High School, Bheemili.
"In partnership with HCJMRI, the company has pledged a 

support of Rs 1 crore. Of this, 60% will be used for facilitating DCI, under CSR, undertook construction of toilets for six 
the diagnosis of Osteoporosis (free of charge) for government schools at a cost of about Rs.42 lakh for total of 
underprivileged people using the Bone densitometer, which is 30 units. The cost is inclusive of providing bore well for water 
a machine used for measuring bone density" Mr. Rajnish supply for a school and providing electricity connection for 
Kumar MD & CEO from SBI Capital Markets said. another school.

Speaking on the occasion, DCI Chairman 

and Managing Director Rajesh Tripathi Around six NGOs and social firms have approached the 
stated that the company had taken up the Nashik Municipal Corporation to provide free public services 
project under Swachh Vidyalaya Programme life guards at the Godavari river during the shahi snan, 
started by the Centre and asked the volunteers to help the traffic police, ambulance services, 
students maintain cleanliness and personal medical services like mobile clinics, food and water supply 
hygiene. - Compiled By CS Kiran Kumar and help to locate missing persons during the Kumbh Mela. 
Gupta, Hyderabad
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abhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Activities @ Karnataka

We profoundly apologies' to you for not communicating 

about the progress of Mathru Foundation's building project 

after receiving the huge contribution of Rs 250000/- from 

abhaya FKCCI ICSI B'lore Chapter. It was purely my 

negligence in communicating. I was unwell during these 

days and asked Contractors to send you bills in regard to the 

amount received and work completed. We are sending the 

photos of our building where the flooring is done with 

abhaya's support. Mathru foundation board is yet to be fixed 

and we will be sending the authenticated pictures of the completed building. - Malathi K Holla, Founder, Mathru Foundation

FKCCI arranged to As I mentioned that our lions' eye hospital requires huge funds 

deposit its grant of Rs. for day to day expenses. As and when your resources are 

50,000/- in abhaya Axis improving, please contribute to our hospital. Do not overburden 

Bank Account towards yourself. Please plan and continue to serve public at large.

its contribution on the 

eve of CSR Seminar at God  bless you with all energies and 

Bengaluru. best of thing in your en devour. I will 

continue to support wherever, 

While appreciate your whenever you need my service.

dedicated service to the 

humanity by involving Further, at present health care for 

s o  m a n y  t e a m  even above poverty line families also 

members, still I feel freely done up to Rs.1.5lakhs. I will 

that you need to put  send Rs.25K to abhaya Foundation as 

standard process in my contribution for your activities in 

your organization by which you can continuously serve the the first week of April 2015 – CA IS 
needy. I am fully aware that you are full time devoting your Prasad ,  Cha i rman  –  CSR  
life and time, while we are all already occupied in many Committee – FKCCI, Bengaluru
institutions and have lot of financial obligations.

Mathru Foundation thanked abhaya

FKCCI released Rs. 50K grant to abhaya
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abhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Activities @ Tamila Nadu

Support to Aum Education 
Trust: Dear fellow abhyans and Dear J 

Prabhakarji: Namesthe. Thanks for your 

kindness. We would like to convey our 

heartfelt thanks and gratitude to abhaya 

FOUNDATION for the donation of ONE NEW 

MERRIT SEWING MACHINE through you. This 

will be very much useful for the additional 

training to the neediest rural students before 

going for employment in Garment companies 

which are doing commercial production. 

Thanks a lot again to both abhaya foundation 

and JP.- AumMurugan, Founder, Aum Education Seva Trust, Tamilnadu

Dear abhaya Team – Child Right India, 

Govt Org conducting the Pan India 

Conference at Chennai on April 11th and 

12th which is requesting for fund for the 

same. Check and let me know whether 

you can take this 

f o r w a r d  i n  

collaboration with Govt 

of India. Am providing 

t h e  vo l u n t e e r i n g  

support from CTS 

Chennai for this. - K. 
M a n i k a n t a ,  C T S  
Chennai 

Dear CS Balachandra Sunku, Greetings. 

Post Sri Ajaraiah, Chairman of Sify CSR 

Committee visiting Sevalayam, Madurai, 

Tamilnadu during the last month, the Board 

Directors based on recommendations of 

CSR Committee releasing Rs.1,00,000/- to the development 

works at Sevalayam. We tried our best to support the cause 

initiated by abhaya. This year, the Company also contributed 

an Ambulance to a village in AP, donated to Swatch Bharatha 

Mission. We will be further considering to 

help Sevalayam in the year 2015-16. We are 

trying to fix a meeting between you and our 

Executive Director at Hyderabad soon to 

have fruitful discussions in regard to CSR 

Activities. – CS Anjaneyulu, Company 
Secretary, Sify Technologies Ltd., 
Chennai

Sify released Rs. 1 Lk to Sevalayam
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abhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Activities @ Telangana

 

Very soon, GSPV Trust will be taking up community 

development activities as part of CSR initiatives of 

GVPR Engineers Ltd, Hyderabad with the support of 

all stakeholders.

Founder visted villages with GSPV Trust which intend 

to work with CSR funds of GVPR Engineers Ltd, 

Hyderabad

The Chairman Sri GSP Veera Reddy and Managing Director, Sri G 

Veerasekhar Reddy along with others established GSPV Trust doing 

community development activities under CSR Provisions of Companies 

Act 2013. The Founder CS Balachandra Sunku, who is actively 

associated with the initiative, congratulated the Management TEAM of 

GVPR and GSPV Trust, for the kind thought of registering GSPV Trust. 

This would be surely adding lots of value for GVPR Group and also that 

in need in the country.

GSPV Trust wish to take up activities with abhaya Foundation in 

Telangana&Andhrapradesh states: The Trustees of GSPV Trust felt it 

appropriate to work with abhaya while working with their objectives of 

developing the neediest communities in Telangana&Andhrapradesh. 

Accordingly the team visited couple of villages in MahaboobanagarDist 

of Telangana and CuddapahDist of Andhrapradesh. The team interacted 

with village heads, Self Help Group Leaders, villagers, Teachers in the 

villages and made note of observations. 

GVPR Engineers Ltd., established GSPV Trust:



GSPV Trust provided grant of Rs.2,00,000/- to Kona Tarun! 

He is an Indian badminton player and always believes 

that the life is full of challenges! Must face them with 

happiness, grace and braveness to succeed! Kudos to 

KonaTarun and Sikkireddy for winning Mixed Doubles 

@RomaniaIS. We GSPV Trust & abhaya Foundation 

wish them many more such accomplishments in the 

coming days. These Sports Persons need to have 

support from Corporate Houses.
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abhaya FOUNDATION
CSR Activities @ Andhra Pradesh

BharathThammineni, a student of Sainik School, with 
deep love for adventure running through his veins. 
Being known as the dare devil amongst his friend 
circle, he would be the default choice as a guide 
during all the adventurous trekking through the 
dense forests of Doddabetta in Ooty, while 
graduating.

With his personal success in facing and maneuveringthe challenges 

while trekking, he had a strong desire to be the first to scale the Mt. 

Everest from Andhrapradesh. For the same purpose, he pursued 

Arjuna Awardee, Sri Shekhar Babu to guide and train him to take up 

this once in a life-time challenge. 

Sri ShekharBabu was pleased with his commitment and dedication, 

to fulfill this task and has been motivating his continuously, as his 

belief in him increased every time he saw my untiring efforts towards 

his goal. 

One of  his adventure journals, briefing his encounters with the rawness of life 

received great acclaim and appreciation and a part of the exhaustive narrative Titles - 

The Little Kanchenjunga is being considered to be given life as a Movie by 

Yalamanchili Ravi Garu, The head of Mythri Movie Makers. He is also the major stake 

holder in Oxygem beverages whose trust and belief in him is cemented by his 

pledging and sponsoring Rs 10 Lakhs for this important expedition. 

 He is a Nature lover and an adventurist. Scaling the Mt. Everest with an 

intention to promote SwachhBharath merges both his interests and hence the fire to 

achieve it, is even greater. His long term goal is to scale all the 14 highest peaks of the 

world.

His Passion:

1st person from AP : Bharath wish to scale the Mt Everest… Looking for SPONSORS



What he do:

Mission Mt Everest:

What  is in it for the sponsor:

 By Profession, he is an entrepreneur who has co-founded an Computer Training Institute at Kurnool where students 

get trained in various computer languages and applications.  In the weekend, he work for Transcend adventures where training 

the corporate employees in mountaineering and help them with adventure outings happens. Beyond this professional self, he is 

an explorer and traveler with the majority of travelling concentrating in the Himalayan region is a testimony for his love for the 

grand mountains. 

 The project plan is to scale the Mt. Everest and promote Swachh Bharat initiative, bringing maximum 

publicity to the sponsor while supporting a social cause. 

 Sponsors receive good PR and publicity with the rare opportunity to be part of the team that 

scale's Mt Everest as well as being a part of the first expedition to the Mt. Everest that promotes a social cause. 

The estimated project cost is about Rs. 25,00,000/- (Rs. 10 lakhs sponsored by Mythri Movie Makers & Oxygen 
Beverages and Rs. 5 lakhs being pooled by Bharath) There is a need for Rs. 7.5 lakhs from a corporate sponsor. 

He will be the 1st person from AP to  scale Everest... referred by Srinivasarao, Member abhaya home. Back ground checked. Can 

happily be supported. all  necessary travel arrangements being done. Corporate Branding possible.Couple of lakhs for 

Companies not an issue. appealabhayans to explore possibilities of supporting him.  If GOD wills and abhayans heading the 

corporate houses respond positively... Bharath would be leaving to accomplish Mission Everest on 6th April 2015.



FOUNDATION

abhaya Home of Happiness
Latest Update

Kameswara Rao: 
I was able to accommodate KMR at office for 2 nights, as it was 

getting very difficult for Dad due to his current health. But to my 

relief, KMR stayed properly both nights, got up early and had bath 

and got dressed properly. Worked reasonably well, cooked his own 

rice in his rice cooker that I got him , and took his medicines. While 

on surface it is making progress, it is surely a long recovery process 

given the beating he has taken for so many years. He is back today 

to Home for a few days. We are shutdown for 3 days for the Sri Rama 

Navami break, and will resume on Tuesday, , I will get him back after 

I find another accommodation nearby. With training he can be 

revived... with Baba's blessings. - Srikanth Natarajan, Mentor 
for KMR at Hyderabad

Kusuma:
Kusuma is slowly recovering 

at Rajyalakshmi Hospitals, 

Hyderabad.  I ts  a lmost  

3months now she is being 

personally taken care by Dr 

Sulapani, MD. Though post 

surgery, the patients are sent 

back to their home, here in our 

case Doctor compassionately 

advised us to keep Kusuma in 

the hospital itself for better 

care. The doctors made a 

corrective surgery again to 

her leg due to infection. Now, though the entire 

process of making Kusuma is very complicated… 

She is able to withstand all the pain and strain 

seeing abhaya at her end. Let us hope, she will be 

soon walking on her own at abhaya home caring 

others inmates.

Abida:
She is currently at Rajyalakshmi Hospitals, Hyderabad 

under medical care. She is suffering from fits every 

now and then. Doctors suggested to go for medication 

for at least 3 years. Her parents Jilani & Chandbi who 

are serving at abhaya Home were advised not to go for 

her marriage till she attains 18 years. Abhaya Team is 

councilling them and making them to understand the 

situation of this girl. She on one hand taking 

medicines and being there at the side of Kusuma in 

the hospital for the past 3 months.

Lakshmaih: 
He is doing well at abhaya 

Home, but he is not getting 

motion regularly. Care taker 

Babji is doing what is needed 

to take care of him with 

required medicines.

Lakshmamma & Gopi: 
also doing well… but their health 
is a concern due to their old age. 
Still abhaya stood besides them 
as their near and dear abandoned 
them to their fate on roads.



Awareness Sessions at Telangana State Social 
Welfare Hostels at Ibrahimpatnam (Boys/Girls)
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FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

“ EART”H
Healthcare Update

Mission Blessing

Update from Rajesh Prema from Fortis Hospital

The RESPONSE:

Rohini, Neha, Sindhu,Varalakshmi, Gayathri and 

Nandini... many more from 4 states... in just 7 days 

pooled Rs.1lakh.Kudos to their love n care... Mother's 

love is divine... so is the update from parents

Hello abhaya thanks for all your prayers and help my 

sons are progressing good and they are in a position 

to get discharged next week my daughter may get 

discharged after 2 weeks as she is progressing 

slowly.Lets continue our prayers for 3 babies.

We got the confirmation from 

Hospital today about Rs.1.00 

lakh which is received from 

abhaya account. My babies are 
A middle class couple Prema Rajesh blessed with triplet babies at 7th progressing better except that 
Month at Blore... GOD wished to see how all of us infuse LIFE to these 3 they need to undergo laser 
little messengers. They are presently in NICU... should be there till April treatment for their retinas and this will be done in next 
3rd week. Their weight is slowly improving since birth. Many friends couple of days. 
pooled money to infuse life in to their life.Estimated cost of treatment is 

about 20lakhs. abhaya Trustees CS G Thirupal& CA SN Rangaiah been For me everything is a reason to Love All - Serve All... 
approached by Victor through PuttaSeshaSwathi a well wisher and donor family celebrated My Birthday at B'lore... as per Lunar 
of abhaya. Everyone exploring multiple options... abhaya releasing Calendar date on 20th March 2015. With their consent 
Rs.50K for the Mission Blessings... with an appeal to lend your hands too I donated the gift 
for the mission.We all have a mother in life... some way or other money to serve 
connected to motherhood... surely understand the pain... come lets tell Triplet babies at 
GOD that with his will we can save these babies. Fortis Hospital... 

let us find a 

reason to serve 

one in need. - CS Selfless Prayers and support surely be miraculous. This time many 
Balachandra mothers joined hands with abhaya in Mission Blessing...CS Rashida, CS 
Sunku, Founder, www.abhayafoundation.orgMallika, CS Sarada, Apeksha, Rajeswari, Keerthi, Shilpa, Dipthi, Swathi, 

Baby 1 Baby 2 Baby 3



Please give me hands of Help
I read your monthly news update and particularly felt the pain of a 'middle class man' appeal 

whose father is undergoing dialysis.I can testify that every sentence and situation he wrote 

is true as one of my own family members is undergoing the dialysis treatment on own 

expenses for many years. I humbly request you to help that family in whatever better way 

you can (like discounts on the medicines/dialysis/tests etc., costs). No matter how much we 

donate, it can't help them in long term as having received some discounts on the treatment  

expenditure. Dialysis patients problem may not look as life threatening as cancer patients 

but, their treatment expenditure and the prolonged treatment is a killer in itself.Thank you 

for considering this submission and wish you good luck in your missions !! -  A Kavita.

Sri Meda Narasimhulu, Chairman referred the case to abhaya during last month. From ICU he is moved to MICU and now breathing 

on his own and slowly moving on wheel chair since yesterday at Yasoda Hospitals, Hyderabad. Scores of his disciples joined hands 

with prayers to support Mission Gurudev... 

as of date abhaya could pool Rs. 2,00,000/-. 

Further, last week Sri Ramaavadhanigaru 

able to slowly open his eyes and responding 

to the treatment. Government of Telangana 

sanctioned Rs.2,00,000/- to him and 

Dr.Shulapani, MD, Rajyalakshmi Hospitals 

offered to take care of him with no hospital 

cost.  He is national scholar in Yajurveda... 

but blessed with poverty... let us put in our 

hands with Goddess Lakshmi.... Goddess 

Saraswathi will recover.- abhaya Team

Mission GurudevMission Gurudev

Mission Blessings - Flash 
News... Babies had celebration yesterday 

before the discharge. Good to see your journey 

to Veedadri, with all your prayers and blessings 

my 2 babies are having good time with us at 

home, finally they are 

away from hospital. My 

third baby will take about 

10 more days to get 

discharged from hospital 

-  P r e m a  R a j e s h ,  
B e n g a l u r u  ( 3 0 t h  
March 2015)



We at abhaya are able to pool Hello Balachandra &Raghava,Glad to know that Teena 

Rs.1.20 lakh till now with the is recovered fully, may god bless her good happy & 

help of YuvaOhja Voluntary healthy life ahead.Thank you and keep up the good 

Organization and many work! - Thanks, Rajani
friends of abhaya!!Teena 

completed her treatment at Most Dearest Raghav, we all need to 

NTR Cancer  Hosp i ta l ,  salute you for the commendable 

Hyderabad and now free voluntary work you did to save Baby 

from cancer and heading Teena...It is always people like you 

back to Gujarat with all alone can make a difference... there 

smiles ... Nothing can beat are people and there are NGOsbut, 

the satisfaction when we there are no volunteers like you who 

help the needy selflessly!!  wish to stand by those in need... we 

t h a n k s  t o  e v e r y o n e  feel blessed to have you with abhaya... you are an 

especially toBalachandraSunku sir for all the support !!  - inspiration for those who wish to serve the needy as 

Volunteer.love and life - CS Balachandra Sunku, 
From bottom of my heart I want to thank you all for the generous Founder, abhaya  Foundation.
support from every one of you once again. Every rupee given by you had 

counted and this resulted smiles on faces of Teena and her family. I am 

really happy to be part  of this cause and I must admit there is no other 

work which can bring us more satisfaction in life other than working 

selflessly for the needy.

Thanks a lot to Abhaya without whom this 

wouldnot have been possible and I wouldnot have 

gone this far to help someone !! Special thanks 

toabhaya which is there always by my side 

supporting me as a rock !! Please keep supporting 

abhaya in doing the good work and most 

importantly to genuine people !! Hope the needy 

gets the support from good people and good 

people help the poor !! :) - A Raghava, ADP, 
Hyderabad (Volunteer - abhaya/ YuvaOjha)

Good to know Raghav and Balachandra Garu, Appreciate for keeping us 

posted on Tina's health. We couldn't have done the tiny bit without your 

commitment and hard work.our prayers are with Tina and family for her 

health and happiness !!Thank you and keep up the good work.I am 

happy to contribute a small part in your philanthropic efforts. - 

Regards,Kavita.

Mission Teena



Mission Midhulesh
Midhulesh (10months) suffering from Pneumonia. His lungs got affected and admitted in Andhra 

Hospitals (Vijayawada) on February 12th. Parents are daily wage labor at Markapuram, They don't have 

enough money to bare treatment expenses. Baby is responding slowly to the treatment. We have 

appealed abhaya on 1st March 2015, seeking support in saving this little boy. But the parents without 

informing us, moved out of hospital and took the boy to the Government Hospital in Gunturu. Midhulesh 

expired on 3rd March 2015. While praying for departed soul, we wish to inform that if in case amounts 

collected for the boy may be used for someone in need of medical assistance. - K Deepak, Volunteer 
(working with Qualcom, Hitech City, Hyderabad)

Mission Swathi
We went to hospital for monthly checkup & treatment. They have dome M-V oral treatment and took 

blood sample for CBP (24/032015). In that blood examination they found the 40% Lymph Blasts 

(platelets are blasting). That report shown to doctor and he confirmed that is leukemia is came back. 

To know the percentage of damage of bone marrow and some other information they suggested the 

bone marrow biopsy in addition to that some more tests are also suggested. Those are liver 

functioning tests, kidney functioning test ,CUE, and Vitamine B12 test these are normal and bone 

marrow report will come after next three days. Today also went to hospital for further tests. Doctor 

suggested bone marrow transplant. Total money is finished for tests. Still One test is balance which is 

Swathi & her brother bone marrow matching test. That is costly around Rs.42,000/-. Please help me 

something. - Manda Venkateswarlu, Asst Professor, TKR Engineering College, Hyderabad.

Mission Satya Karthik
Satya Karthik is 3 years old. His 

father Satyanarayana is working in 

fire department. Even at the age of 2 

years, he was not speaking, so the 

parents consulted doctors to figure 

out the reason. After tests, Doctors 

told that the boy is suffering with 

hear ing loss  and Cochlear  

implantation should be done to him 

in order to cure him. The estimation 

is about 7Lakhs and they got Rs.3 

Lakhs and called abhaya for 

remaining amount. As abhaya took 

up three such operations, planning 

to take up this as well. So asked 

them to come to Hyderabad for further treatment.

Mission Harish
Master Pokapudi Harish, aged 4 years is suffering with liver failure and 

doctors at Global Hospitals suggested them to transplant liver. His 

father is a constable and could not afford the expenses. Total estimation 

given by doctors is 

about Rs.20 Lakhs. 

They are trying all the 

means like CM and PM 

r e l i e f  f und .  A l s o  

a p p e a l e d  a b h a ya  

foundation to help to 

the possible extent. We 

are trying to speak with 

Hospital for possible 

discount and also for 

immediate relief if 

needed.



Mission Hariprasad
Hariprasad joined back in 

Sweekar for Physiotherapy. He 

undergone two surgeries for 

both his legs and now the 

muscles were loosened. He 

need healthy food and regular 

exercise to stand on his own and 

walk slowly. Abhaya paid his two 

months fee at sweekar and 

following up with his mother on 

a regular basis. Though they are 

residing very far, they are very 

regular at treatment. We hope 

he will get energy soon and walk 

on his own.  

Mission Saipriya
Saipriya, is recovering slowly and steadily at 

Macherla under the kind care of her 

grandparents and parents. She is gaining 

much needed body weight since she had 

surgery to her back bone at Kamineni 

Hyderabad. The grandfather being illiterate 

and not connected to email... he will be calling 

abhaya Team every now and then informing 

about baby's well being and progress. abhaya 

wish to stand by this girl for some more time 

with its monthly support of Rs.5,000/-. There 

is a need for love and care to such people in the 

country. We are sure with abhaya at their end, 

she will gain all the health and live like a normal 

girl in months to come. - abhaya TEAM. 

Mission Bhargavi (Request for financial assistance for blood cancer patient)

With no other alternatives in sight, I would like to bring the following to your kind notice with an 

anticipation to receive necessary help. I am born and brought up in Anantapur and now live with 

my wife G. Bhargavi and infant daughter aged 8-months. I am eking out my livelihood as a 

teacher in a private school earning a meager salary of Rs 5,000 a month. Unfortunately, my wife 

has been diagnosed in 2010 as a woman suffering with Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML). We had 

to go to St. Johns Hospital at Bangalore for treatment. The life saving treatment and tablets so far 

cost us little over Rs. 9 lakhs and we did not hesitate to borrow the money to fight the life 

threatening disease. However, the life saving tablets stopped responding for the last six months 

and the doctors at St. Johns Hospital made it clear that the only option to save my wife’s life is to 

go for Bone Marrow Transplant (BMT). Doctors at St. Johns suggested to go to Narayana 

Hridayalaya at Bangalore for the transplant. Consequently, I have admitted my wife to Mazumdar 

Shah Medical Center, a unit of Narayana Hridayalaya, specialized in cancer treatment. The life 

saving treatment, according to the doctors at Narayana Hridayalaya, would cost about Rs 

15,00,000 without any complications. The cost would go up if any complications develop at the 

time of transplant. Being a private school teacher, I have already incurred huge debts for 

providing treatment for my so far and all my resources are dried up. If I fail to save my wife, not 

only my life will be in mess, but an infant baby girl would be deprived of her mother’s care and 

affection. Doctors suggested that the transplantation should be done within a month and I have 

left with no other option but to approach you for financial assistance.Hence, I request for your 

generosity and donate the transplantation expenditure and save my family from devastation.  - 

C.R.Visweswara Reddy, Teacher, Ananathapur



FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

“H ART”E
Educare Update

I successfully completed seventh Semester 

without any backlogs. VIII semester final year 

project will be in the month of April. 

Participated in Bhajrang College National level 

Symposium  on 20/02/15.Me along with my 

classmate won first prize in Addzupat 

symposium

I wish to take part in Mission 500 of Abhaya. I 

will deposit the amount of Rs.500/-  for the 

month of February'15,  which I collected from 

my classmates and friends.As I was doing my 

final year project I couldn't take home tuition. 

After the final project review over I will continue 

my work.

With my friend, I wish to develop a social 

networking site during this year. Thanks to 

abhaya for the support and guidance. With the 

motivation given by abhaya I was able to attend the Interviews with confidence. Now I don't have any stage fear at all. I could be 

able to handle a huge mass of crowd with ease. It also helps me in group discussion round in interviews. I'm doing my final year 

project on Mobile forensics with the help of abhaya I think I could do it successfully. Finally, I wish to share a good news that, I am 

being placed with Virtusa Chennai in the campus selections at my college. - Govinda Rajan, Chennai

Congrats, GovindaRajan! I am very happy to see you grow like this, since i happen to know you from the day one with abhaya. God 

bless you! - EJP Prasad, Coordinator, abhaya RPL

Md Arifuddin
Presently I am involved in the micro teaching project at Government High Schools, ZPHS, Boinpally and the duration 

is 2 months.I am doing it regularly and performing well. I covered my subjects are social and hindi according to the 

portion.  My colleagues and me used to conduct some programs like essay writing, debates and singing competition 

etc. I attended swine flu awareness program. I also participated different events conducted in our school like self-

government and National Science day. I working hard and putting efforts with my level best.



Sai Latha 
I am doing pretty good here and hope 

everything is going well there. I am 

having 1st internals on 17th of March 

and preparing as per my schedule. But 

all the time, am unable to implement it. 

Regarding syllabus, they conducted 

some seminars, group discussions, 

model tests, etc., where in those performed to my level best. Right 

from the day one onwards am not at all up to date in my syllabus 

and hence feeling little tensed. Hardly only seven days are left 

over. Unless I work hard, I can't complete that vast syllabus.

At the end of this February month we entered in to 4th semester. 

Till then we were having surgery postings only where we continued 

seeing different cases in OP's, operation theaters, wards. We will 

have different postings like SPM, pediatrics, psychiatry, etc.

On February 5th I went to dentist due to some problem in oral 

cavity. There was overcrowding of teeth, so easily susceptible to 

cavity infections. So in order to avoid it I got removed my teeth 

and they fastened some metallic braces to my teeth. Nearly one 

week I have suffered with ulcers but got relived with proper 

medication. Everything was free of cost because it was done by a 

well known doctor.

Regarding family means I need to take care of my sister in her 

studies and improve her a lot. we are trying to pursue a seat in Sri 

Sathya Sai Institute of secondary high school. As Usual attending 

weekly medical camps and taking balvikas classes on Sundays.

Leelavathi
Dear abhaya! This is S. Leelavathi from 

Anantapuram. Myself and my family members 

are happy with Swamy's blessings. Am 

presently doing my final semester and am 

learning, thinking with creativity by performing 

practicals at Laboratory under the guidance of 

Professors and scholars. They were explaining 

nicely, I could complete my practical with 

busyschedule. Theory classes also running with excellent 

teaching and I am seeking clarification whenever I get doubts 

in understanding like applicable way and we are

preparing notes in library.

Every Saturday my Professors are conducted seminars and I 

am participating every time being given complements for my 

active participation and courage. I felt so happy and informed 

them that this credit goes to abhaya foundation. We celebrated  

National Science day on 28feb as well as Open house 

Exhibition my department was performed excellently and we 

gave presentation about applicability of Science in day to 

daylife. Vice-Chancellor, Principal and registrar along with 

others visited my dept and were appreciated the Dept as 

marvelous and they said this is the reason why they are 

increasing seats in Research for Ph.D.,from this year on words 

which made all of us to feel happy and further jury gave us a 

wonderful memento for our Chemistry Department. RESET 

notification also released by SVU. I paid challan of CSIR 1000/-

and I need to gave 500/ to abhayaas i found this Rs. 500/- 

currency note on the roads, unclaimed by everyone around.

Ramesh is a B.Sc., graduate from Manikyapoor of Karimnagar District. His father is a tady 

tapper and mother is a housewife. He has a sister, who is doing her nter in APRJC. Ramesh 

completed B.Sc in 2010 and prepared for civils and through the Prelims but failed in Mains. 

Keeping his family financial status, he now want to earn at the same time he want to 

continue his studies. He chose ISM (Indian School of Mining) and JNCASR (Jawaharlal Nehru 

Center for Advanced Scientific Research). He don't have money to apply for the entrance 

examinations and approached abhaya for help. After listening to him, abhaya advised him 

to come to Hyderabad and he can stay in home of happiness and prepare for his exams. He 

said that he is ready to come and prepare at abhaya home on 1st March. - KSV Siva Krishna, Secretary, abhaya Foundation

Ramesh Burra



N e e d  s u p p o r t  f o r  
Sireesha:
P.Siresha is studying into II B.Sc., 

(Agriculture) in Trinity Academy of 

A g r i c u l t u r e ,  B a l a j i  N a g a r,  

Secunderabad. Now she is 4th 

semester. She is coming from poor family . Her father was 

expired in December 2010. Since then her mother is 

feeding their family . Her mother is working as a attender in 

Sri Visweswara Junior college,Kothapallimitta ,Chitoor 

District . She is earning of Rs . 4,000 /- Per month . With 

that amount only she is feeding her three girl childs and 

one boy .  Her college fees is 1,50,000/- per annum but 

considering her situation the college management is kind 

enough to provide a 50% discount on her fees. Presently 

she need to pay Rs.75000/- she has cleared the 1st year 

fees with the help of some donors . 

For second year she has paid fees of Rs .25 ,000 / - with the 

help of our organization Helping Hands. Now she is unable 

to pay the remaining fees and decided to discontinue her 

studies .So , I request to please help her if possible for the 

remaining fees . - Monisha.S (If u need more details 
please feel free to contact me  in 9703020205 )

Update: I spoke to Sireesha's Principal and enquired 

about her studies. He said that she is studying well and 

recommended for help. Also checked for the possibility for 

her to do some part time job in nearby. But he said it won't 

be possible as the college and hostel are not well located. 

Abhaya considering to pay her fee for this year. – KSV Siva 
Krishna, Secretary, abhaya Foundation

Abdullah
He is studying B.Tech in Vignana Jyothi Institute of 

Engineering and Technology, Bachupally. He is 

spending about Rs. 2500/- for his room rent and food 

expenses. He approached abhaya for help and abhaya 

suggested him to do some part time job and earn 

something on his own. As he dont have any source in 

his nearby, he spoke to one of his relative and getting 

Rs. 1000/- every month. abhaya is providing the balance. He got his 

first month support and now planning to do some part time job on his 

own by moving to some other area where he can get some small jobs.

Haritha
She is preparing for Civils in RC Reddy study circle and 

attending classes regularly. She tried her best to get a 

part time job, but she couldn't succeed in getting one. 

She felt guilty and stopped communicating abhaya 

about her progress. She came from a small village and 

didn't even know where to join for coaching. abhaya 

guided her to join in RC Reddy. Founder spoke to 

management and got good discount and admitted her there. As she is 

not communicating now, spoke to her. She is getting some amount 

from her father for her expenses and not in a need as of now. I told her 

to be in touch with abhaya foundation.

Leelavathi Nursing
She is doing her internship at Geetha Hospital, East Maredpally and 

getting stipend of Rs.2800/- per month. As of now she dont need any 

assistance. she is regular at her job and doing morning, afternoon and 

night shifts as per requirement. When asked about not sending 

monthly reports she said she is busy with her shifts and there were 

health issues for her mother. I told her to communicate regularly and 

update about her progress.

Satya IAS
He is preparing on his own at Ashok Nagar. He left his job and giving a serious attempt for the civils. As of now he is 

waiting for the notification. He is 25 now and still have 5 years eligibility. He is also thinking of taking coaching for 

optional subjects at Delhi. But it would be costly. For his livelihood, he is taking up home tutions and spending 

most of his time in preparation. Though he is known to abhaya for many years, somehow they are maintaining 

distance with their failures in earlier attempts. Spoke to him and told him to update his progress timely.



abhaya Vignan School 
Closure - Update

abhaya Vignan school at Yerragunta, 

Kanekal Mandal, Ananthapur District was 

taken over by abhaya foundation in the year 

2010-11. The school is in a village and most 

of the families are agricultural labours. 

abhaya foundation decided to provide 

valued education along with computers at a 

nominal fee. Even though it is nominal fee, 

most of the parents skipped paying it with 

their poverty. Since 2010 many kind hearted 

people supported for the education of 1000 

poor students and livelihood of 15 teaching 

and non-teaching staff for these five years. 

abhaya also provided Uniforms, Notebooks, 

playing material and teaching aids. Parents, 

teachers and students all are happy with the 

efforts put in by us and abhaya foundation in 

imparting quality education. 

My husband is in government service and 

there are high chances that he may be 

transferred to some other village soon. So 

we feel like there is no one efficient to run 

this school after us in line to the views of 

abhaya foundation. With this reason, we are 

planning to close this school by summer. Till 

date abhaya foundation might have spent 

over Rs.3 Lakhs on infrastructure of this 

school. As instructed by the foundation, we 

have remitted Rs.2.5 Lakhs and will try to 

deposit remaining Rs.50000/- as soon as 

possible. We thanks abhaya foundation for 

believing in us and  taking over the school in 

tough t imes.  -  P.  Padmavathi,  
Headmistress, abhaya Vignan School, 
Yerragunta. 

abhaya to support Prakasham VidyaNikethan, Ananda 
Nagar, Khairathabad, Hyderabad
This has reference to the 

discussion you had with us, 

during your visit to our 

school in the month of 

February 2015.  On behalf of 

t h e  M a n a g e m e n t  o f  

P R A K A S H A M  V I D Y A  

NIKETAN HIGH SCHOOL, 

Anandnagar, Khairathabad, I 

sincerely render my Thanks 

for sponsoring Rs. 5000/- 

per month towards salary of 

one teacher. This is a great 

help which strengthens to 

work for the cause of 

education - Correspondent

Teaching values is important for 

building the character of a child. Here is 

the list of top 10 Indian values which 

you must instill in your child. Childhood 

is a great time, without a doubt. It is 

also a time, when people develop their 

values and habits which can define 

them for the rest of their life. If proper values are taught to children, they will 

surely be able to make use of them when they grow up.

Self-Discipline Can Be Rewarding

Ability to Sacrifice

Importance Of A Good Education Love For Family

Strength to Persevere

Respect For Elders

Imbibe A Religious Sprit

Learning to be Helpful Being Charitable

Honesty Matters



GVSK School Update 

We have Yoga Classes from 25-2-15 to 5-3-15 at our school. Sri P. Srinivas from 

Patanjali Yoga (Baba Ramdev) conducted yoga classes from 4:30 to 6:00 P.M. to 

students and staff member. We received very good response to that yoga 

program.

 

On 2-3-15 Sri Hansraj Jain, Rajahmundry issued 2400 kgs of rice as donation of 

4 months. Cash donations of 8 months worth Rs. 40,000/-  being sent shortly.

On 16-3-15 Sri Satya Sai Seva Samithi, East Godavari Dist. conducted an eye 

camp in our school premises. Nearly 250 girijans were attended to this camp and 

utilized their services. They have taken about 16 tribals for eye operation to 

kakinada and send them to their Villages with free of cost. All the staff members 

cooperated and it is a very good service camp in our school.

 

On 23-3-15 “Saraswathi Pooja” was conducted with prayers for  X class students 

as their  examination starts shortly. All the X Class students are preparing well 

for the examination. We expect 100% result with highest ranks this year also.

 

We plan to construct 170 feet compound wall around school premises as 

discussed with you previously. The barbed wire fencing may cost about 

Rs.90,000 and the brick wall construction may cost us about Rs.1.30lakhs. 

Request you to release funds for the same enabling us to complete the work 

during summer vacations.



FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

“HE RT”A
Awareness Update

Founder was Guest Speaker 
at Meda Charities event:
Founder addressed Engineering 

Students who received scholarships from 

Meda Charitable Foundation at 

Puttaparthy, AnantapurDist, AP on 8th 

March 2015... He had an opportunity to 

speak before Sri Nanjundaiah, Former 

Controller of Examinations, Sri Sathya 

Sai University, PrashanthiNilayam at an 

event organized by Meda Charitable 

Foundation on the eve of distribution of 

Merit Scholarships to Engineering 

Students of AnantapurDist, AP. It was 

very divine moment to receive his 

blessings and encouragement with 

words of appreciation.

Founder had an opportunity 

t o  s p e a k  b e f o r e  S r i  

N a n j u n d a i a h ,  F o r m e r  

Controller of Examinations, 

Sri Sathya Sai University, 

Prashanthi Nilayam at an 

event organised by Meda 

Charitable Foundation on the 

eve of distribution of Merit 

Scholarships to Engineering 

Students of Anantapur Dist, 

AP. It was very divine moment 

to receive his blessings and 

encouragement with words of 

appreciation...

The staff & students of PRAKASHAM VIDYA NIKETAN 

HIGH SCHOOL extend their profound gratefulness to 

your good self, for sparing your valuable time to inspire 

the  s tudents .  

That was a really 

wonderful time 

f o r  a l l  t h e  

students and they 

ca r r i ed  home  

loads of  that 

mot iva t ion  to  

g r o o m  

themselves into 

bet ter  human 

beings.



Founder visited RUDSETI, Anantapuram
RUDSETI is an NGO started by Dharmasthala Manjunatha Temple, Padmavibhushan DrVeerendra Hegde with the support of 

Canara Bank and Syndicate Bank for imparting vocational training for Rural Youth at 27 Centers in the country. Itis  anamazing 

experience to be there as Guest for the valedictory session for the Electrical and winding batch... a day lived in full on my Birthday. 

Love you all... it is just because of you alone... am able to do such work. Beg your love and care always in all ways- CS 
BalachandraSunku, Founder

Thank you so much for your gracious presence at our Institute on 20.03.2015 .My people at the Institute expressed that, they & 

our trainees were thrilled to hear to your enlightening speach and the ease with which you got connected with them in spite  of you 

being much highly learned .Thank you so much once again sir.  Looking forward  for many more such wonderful occasions. 

Pranams. - M.Janardhan , Director, RUDSETI,Anantapuram.

Founder addressed students at Aryavysya Hostel, 
Musheerabad, Hyderabad
I have received Rs.5000/- from MedaCharitable Foundation. Hope you remember about 

your kind visit to our hostel and interaction with us along with SriMedaNarasimhulu, he was 

kind enough todeclared that they would give scholarship to needy students who attended 

your class on that day. I am one among many who received the promised scholarship 

today.though Itoo have  financial problems, I decided to give Rs.1000/- to abhaya 

Foundation because you inspired us to do charity during your visit to our Hostel. Please  

guide us to serve this country as there are more people who are poorer than us.  So this is 

my first step to charity in life. As you know that I am doing my CA-Articles,  Iam interested 

CS also. So I would use rest of the amount to for my CS - Executive Registration - Anvesh



abhaya @ Manthan - ISB, Hyderabad
abhayan Volunteers Naga Natya, Gopi Manohar & Siri 

Prasanth took part in Manthan, an NGO Conference, 

which is hosted by Nirmaan, on the 14th of March, 

2015 in BITS Pilani, Hyderabad Campus.  

Nirmaan, a constructive citizen movement, which 

aims to build an empowered India through conscious 

social effort, has been working actively towards the 

realization of its goal right from its inception in 2005. 

BITS Hyderabad chapter of Nirmaan, established in 

2012, with a strong volunteer base of more than 400 

students has been engaged in activities pertaining to child education, women empowerment through 

gainful employment, and general community development.

Manthan 2015 hosted by Nirmaan Organisation. We had an opportunity to participate in the event representing abhaya 

Foundation. It was a nice experience. The day started with us, the abhaya team presenting about abhaya and its work. I gave the 

presentation and also had an opportunity to listen to other NGO's and their works. There was a group discussion with all the NGO's 

and it was a very worthwhile discussion. We have discussed about the problems which the NGOs are facing and how to overcome 

them.

We attended the seminar in the post lunch which was chaired by Padmasri Dr Saibaba Goud, Founder, Devnar Foundation,  Prof 

Santha Sinha, Founder, MV Foundation and Smt Chaya Devi, Secretary, Telangana BJP. Their talks were very motivating and we 

also learnt many things from their speeches. we liked the speech of Prof. Santha Sinha which was very practical and clear

Later we have setup abhaya stall and explained all the visitors about abhaya and its work. The chief guests who came for the 

Conference also visited our stall and 

we spoke to them. When we are 

interacting with them, we really don't 

know much about them. But after 

knowing about them we felt amazed 

for the opportunity of interaction with 

such famous people. All in all it was a 

well spent day at ISB Hyderabad 

Campus interacting with other NGOs 

and knowing about them and also 

making them knowing about abhaya - 

S Naga Natya, Coordinator, 
abhaya Volunteers



Visit to Mangalakara Educational Trust, Jagarajupally
Dear abhayans... while you wished me on my birthday... I was surrendering my self at thy feet of Baba at 

Prashanthinilayam... resolving to live for my countrymen... There after... visited Mangalakara Trust near 

Puttaparthi and spend time with homeless kids with my love... Their love was so kind... knowing its my 

birthday... they welcomed with a song... Thanku each one for being with me in abhaya... Seek your kindest 

and most loving support for the good work. - CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder



Unimagibable... 72hrs life with out smart phone away 
from Janaaranya at Dandakaranya.... Vedaadri 
(Ahobilam)... the abode of Lord Lakshmi Narasimha 
Svayabhoo moorthy...

With divine blessings of Lord... I could scale Vedaadri 
and had an opportunity to go to the top of Ugra 
Sthambham the Pillar from where Lord Narasimha 
appeared and killed demon king Hiranya Kasipu and 
blessed Prahlada.

This pillar mountain is 2800ft from Sea level... it took 3 
hrs time to reach the top of it... trekking 12kms... from 
down.

Enjoyed the solitude away from all the technology... 
surrendered my self at thy feet of GOD.

Surrendered myself at the feet of GOD with prayers for 
all abhayans and Mission abhaya 

Love & Life for the country

CS Balachandra Sunku
Founder
www.abhayafoundation.com

Founder addressed @ 12th MSOP organized by ICSI, Hyderabad ChapterFounder addressed @ 12th MSOP organized by ICSI, Hyderabad Chapter

The feedback is excellent.
- Hyderabad Chapter of ICSI
The feedback is excellent.

- Hyderabad Chapter of ICSI

Enjoyed the sessionEnjoyed the session

Most useful in futureMost useful in future

Was really usefulWas really useful

Highly interactiveHighly interactive

Very energeticVery energetic

Wish to have another sessionWish to have another session

Your advise made me to think 
about improving my skills

Your advise made me to think 
about improving my skills



FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

“HEA T”R
Rural Development Update

Hope you remember we helped a poor couple Govidu and Varalakshmi. 

This is Govind's sister. Her in-laws live at Mydukur. Her husband Prasad 

died of unknown diseases about 2 months back. She and her 3 children are 

living life by selling small household articles in a trolley cart. They spent so 

much on curing Prasad, but could not save him.  She approached me for 

help and I told that I will 

recommend this case to abhaya and 

will give whatever they sanction. 

Her son is studying 8th class, but 

she made him to help her in the 

business instead of sending him to 

school. I told them to be brave 

facing these unforeseen situations 

in life. She don't have a house, all 

the relatives are financially 

helpless. We just rescued her from 

committing suicide and provided 

assistance to their best.  You are 

sending small amounts for all my 

requests. If you can adjust some 

amount to her, she will do her 

business. I request you to send 

whatever you feel appropriate. I 

feel blessed and think God will 

provide us good health with all 

t h e s e  g o o d  w o r k s . -  P V  
Subbaratnam (80years), Retd 
Hindi Pandit, Jammalamadugu, 
Cuddapah, AP

Aathma Viswasam Xerox ShopWe rescued her from committing suicide

J a k k a  

Suresh is 

putting his 

efforts to 

g e t  t h e  

s u i t a b l e  

p lace for  

setting up 

the Xerax 

S h o p .  

a b h a y a  

T e a m  

assured Mr 

J Prathap 

R e d d y ,  

Advocate,  

Penukonda 

w h o  

r e f e r r e d  

him seeking 

s u p p o r t  

that all the 

p o s s i b l e  

help will be provided to him. Quotation from 

couple of sources received. The Cost of 

Xerax Machine and UPS may cost around 

Rs.75,000/-. We are now waiting for local 

team to respond on the status of local 

readiness for shop. – abhaya TEAM



FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

“HEAR ”T
Transformation Update

Humble journey from dependence to 
independence 

couldn't join any of these posts. abhaya even supported my 

interest of preferences in jobs.

The year 2010, when I was pursuing MCA used to think about Between 2010 to 2012: I was entirely depended on ABHAYA for 
m y  a m b i t i o n  -  I A S .  all my preparation. I skip my 2013 attempt for civils and 
But there was no clarity, no guide, no money... Then I unfortunately 2nd attempt in 2014 was not cleared. Even today I 
approached abhaya and they connected me to R Sridhar IRS.  have two jobs awaiting: BANK PO & SSC-CGL (C). But, left them 
He further introduced me to Tirumala Kumar  IRS. This is the waiting and with passion for IAS, presently I am working as 
turning point in my life. Tirumala Kumar sir personally guided CIVIL SERVICE FACULTY in HSC & SAMATA, as it is useful for my 
me to start preparation. Later on he introduced to Y preparation.
Satyanarayana sir in 2011.

Now I am earning my livelihood to look after my family and also 
As per their advice and with the financial support of abhaya I able to adjust for my preparation. This is  my humble journey 
joined in RC REDDY IAS Study Circle in September 2011. Not from dependence to independence; All this just not possible if 
only this, I was given opportunity to stay in ABHAYA VALUE ABHAYA would have not been with me for the last 4 to 5 years.
CENTRE for my preparation. (ABHAYA VALUE CENTRE is for 

poor but meritorious students who are aspiring for higher In my life, In this 2015,  
studies and competitive exams) There I was given food, there will be a new turn to be 
shelter and also monthly money support for books and taken on March 8th. My 
materials. m a r r i a g e  w i t h  m i s s  

NAGADEVI is making me 
With the inspiration from life experiences, guidance by elders more responsible for IAS 
and support from ABHAYA, I could clear Civil Services prelims- and Wi fe .  There  are  
2012 in my very 1st attempt. abhaya provided all means for reasons/justifications for 
better preparation. Without ABHAYA I couldn't clear BANK PO, this new turn/steps. 
Intelligence Bureau, SSC-CGL. As I was aspiring for IAS, I 

I am S Vinod Kumar from Somandepalli,Ananthapur District. Presently i am working with 

Sri Chaitanya Bangalore and i am very fine to here. Now I am doing job very well.Here all 

are very kind hearted and good people. Next month would be getting my salary, i would like 

to donate small amount to abhaya every month with pleasure as I am indebted to every 

one, So seek the blessings of everyone for my bright future. I make a new life and will do 

better in the way ahead with the support of abhaya. I thank every one.  - S.  Vinod Kumar

I make a new life and will do better (Mission Vinod Update)



IAS aspirant Mahesh's association with abhaya is of more than 5 years. Very bright young man who 

with a vision to be an IAS proceeded in life with many odds... abhaya stood beside him since his 

college days. Now, while he is preparing for Civil Services and also teaching for IAS Students at 

Hyderabad. He with the information to abhaya now got married to a software engineer Naga Devi 

who understood his passion and decided to travel with him as life partner. It is a matter of 

celebration to abhaya to see their union... both of them were blessed to march ahead in life with 

many gifts, wishes, dinner etc., We hope Mahesh IAS be a reality soon. Lets bless them...  Lets love 

them... Lets care them... For making Mahesh IAS. Both of them joined as abhayaSoulDears with 

their monthly support. - CS Balachandra Sunku, Founder, abhaya

Just want to thank you personally for all the support I don't think I am very much experienced in giving suggestions to others on 

in the case of Teena. I wouldn't have taken this work volunteering but with my experience I can only tell one thing to every 

if there was no Abhaya. I came forward this request person who is having the will to serve poor is not that difficult, if we can do 

to you after seeing the wonderful support by abhaya below things

to Mr. Vinod who lost his both legs in an accident. �We must to have patience, 

After the incredible results and the support given by �Our communication should be accurate

abhaya to him, I just thought of bringing this �Take out at least 30min a day or two to spend 
request in front of abhaya. time with the needy.
 �Give regular updates to the donors which makes 
It was really a great experience being a volunteer them happy and encourages them to support for 
and main point of contact for Teena's case. It made more initiatives
me learn many things, which includes patience, �Will power and positive attitude should be a must
point to point communication, motivating their  
parents etc., It's a whole new experience to me Thanks to abhaya  once again!! Wish  abhaya 
while talking to doctors , parents and donors!! The should stand for the people who are in needy 
satisfaction which we get when we work selflessly forever!!... the learning is all mine - DV Raghav 
cannot be compared with any other comforts Annavarapu, Sr Member Technical, ADP, Hyderabad

We have same priorities & VALUE compatibility. My preparation for CIVIL SERVICES will continue. I expect same moral support 

from ABHAYA further. Thank you very much for your valuable support. Finally, I cordially invite all our ABHAYANS to my marriage 

with Miss Nagadevi on march 8th,  2015. - M Mahesh, an IAS Aspirant, Hyderabad



FOUNDATION FOUNDATION

(Joined During March’2015)

abhaya Soul Dears 

R Laxmana Raju,
Surana Group, Hyd
R Laxmana Raju,

Surana Group, Hyd

M Mahesh,
IAS Aspirant, Hyd 

M Mahesh,
IAS Aspirant, Hyd 

CS Neelam Sai Iyer,
Hyderabad

CS Neelam Sai Iyer,
HyderabadA
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M Naga Devi,
Software Er. B’lore

M Naga Devi,
Software Er. B’lore

CS K Mallesh
Hyderabd

CS K Mallesh
Hyderabd
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Yes Bank
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abhaya FOUNDATION
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abhaya FOUNDATION

052210011051007

500011042

ANDB0000522

ANDHRA BANK

522-S.R.Nagar Branch

Main Road

S.R, Nagar

Hyderabad-500038

abhaya FOUNDATION

33292038898

500002074

SBIN0004155

State Bank of India

Plot No. 1272

Road No. 63A

SPL PBB, Jubilee Hills

Hyderabad

abhaya Home of 

Happiness

912010024839320

500211002

UTIB0000008

AXIS Bank Ltd

6-3-879/9/B, I Floor

G. Pulla Reddy Bldg

Green Lands

Begumpet Road

Hyderabad - 500016

abhaya
FOUNDATION 
6-3-609/140/1
Anand Nagar 
Kahirathabad
Hyderabad -04

abhaya SB Account at k is designated account for 
All   must be through  

Quote Name, Nationality, Phone, Address, E-Mail & PAN while sending contributions

Andhra Ban Foreign Contributions. 
/Yes BankIndian Donations Axis Bank/State Bank of India

Do not deposit  / transfer any Indian Donations in / to Andhra Bank. 

Foreign
Donors

for abhaya Donors

All the donations will be exempted under 80G I abhayafoundation@yahoo.com I www.abhayahome.org I www. abhayafoundation.org

I transferred my small donation to your account. You may use 

the donation as my contribution for running of your old age 

home. Wishing you all the best in your noble endeavor. - 

Commodore(Retd) MSN Singh.

I am working as Senior Software Engineer in Clearight Infotech Ltd, Hyderabad.  We 

are neighbours of CS K Satish Gupta. We have been doing what ever little we can by 

paying school fee for kids of maid at home. Then we heard about abhaya from Satish 

garu and the passion with which you run the foundation. So wanted to be part of the 

good deeds that you are doing and transferred a small ampunt. Thats a very small 

contribution when compared to what your organisation is doing. Anyway we arw very 

happy to be associated with abhaya...looking forward to do what ever we can do as 

very inspiring work is done by abhaya...thanks for letting us join you in your journey. 

- Renuka Datla, Hyderabad


